Bring your dreams to life.
INGENUITY FOR EVERYDAY LIFE

THOUGHTFULLY SIMPLE
SENSIBLY DEPENDABLE
PRACTICALLY DESIGNED
BUILT WITH FAMILY VALUES
Your sink is at the center of the action. It's where meals are prepared, toys are washed and vases of fresh cut flowers are filled. Elkay is there in the everyday moments of your life. Our products help to make everything you do more convenient, functional and beautiful. We're right where you are, right when you need us!
stainless steel

Take stainless to the next level with a design that fits seamlessly with your décor.
Aqua Divide™

A low center wall gives you two sinks in one. Use the bowls separately or fill the sink high with water to create one large bowl.
Water Deck™
The lowered faucet deck incorporated into select Crosstown™ sinks helps keep your countertop dry.
Revel in more space in the sink — and the cabinet below — with a sink with straight sidewalls and tight corners.
Good Morning Sunshine.
Select from an array of bowl configurations based on how you use your sink.
Our signature Lustertone® finish is handcrafted with a fine linear grain that adds to the beauty of the sink.
An offset bowl can help maximize counter space.
Elkay sinks with Perfect Drain® offer sleek, beautiful design and a more hygienic sink with no gaps to collect food.
Prep sinks are handy for cooking. When entertaining, they steer traffic away from the main cooking work zone.
Celebrate the Everyday.
Give yourself plenty of room to work with a large single bowl.
A top mount sink offers drop-in installation and a decorative rim to make it a focal point of the kitchen.
quartz

Indulge in color without compromising on strength.
Pick a color. Quartz offers a variety of rich hues to complement or contrast with your décor.
Multitasking is easy with a double bowl that lets you wash dishes on one side, while soaking dishes on the other.
A Sink for All Seasons.

Happy Holidays

Happy New Year

Happy 4th of July

Happy Valentine’s Day
Go for an updated classic your grandmother would envy. Enjoy fresh, clean lines and durability for all your tasks.
copper

Add character to your décor.
Copper develops a natural patina that adds to the sink’s beauty with time.
Make life convenient with a perfectly placed bar or prep sink where you need it most.
Entertain in Style.
When you surround yourself with beauty and convenience, even laundry becomes more enjoyable.
Loads of Fun.
custom

What does your dream sink look like? Elkay can help bring your vision to life.
faucets

Form meets function, from faucets with pull-down sprays to three-function hand sprayers.
A beautiful new sink is even more efficient with custom designed accessories.
Bring your dream kitchen to life is as easy as 1-2-3!

Step 1: Create your space to visualize your new sink and faucet in your home.

Step 2: Share your creation via email or social media.

Step 3: Shop confidently with model numbers in hand.

Visit elkay.com/virtualdesigner.

ELKAY. VIRTUAL DESIGNER — where design dreams come to life.

Get Inspired!
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